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1306/1 Oracle Boulevard, Broadbeach, Qld 4218

Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Area: 136 m2 Type: Apartment
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Contact Agent

This immaculate, fully refurbished one-bedroom plus study haven is situated in the heart of Broadbeach within The

Oracle - Tower One. Located on the 13th floor and boasting 88 m2 this apartment offers a sublime living experience for

you and your many guests with sweeping eastward views that capture the beauty of Kurrawa Beach and that blue, blue

ocean.A generously proportioned apartment that has an abundance of natural light via its floor to ceiling windows and

doors - thus creating an airy and inviting ambience throughout all seasons. An ideal retreat for those seeking a lifestyle

that offers a constant holiday this property provides leisure and opulence just moments away from sun-kissed

beaches.This is a lucrative investment opportunity with solid ROI awaiting the new owner and the ability to holiday

yourself whenever you like. Already professionally managed and serviced by Broadbeach Luxury Stays there is nothing to

do except begin to enjoy your new Gold Coast holiday acquisition!Owners of apartments in The Oracle : Tower One revel

in a sophisticated lifestyle, surrounded by an array of amenities that redefine luxury living. Enjoy multiple outdoor pools,

two spas, BBQ facilities, a Zen Garden, an exclusive Owners' lounge and a private cinema. Health enthusiasts will also

appreciate the spacious steam room, sauna, and well-equipped gymnasium.Be QUICK - this unique apartment simply

WILL NOT LAST!Features include ...- 1 bedroom + study- Fully furnished- Expansive ocean-facing balcony- Ducted air

conditioning- Secure car space - Indoor and outdoor pools- Private cinema- Owners' exclusive lounge- BBQ facilities- Spa

and steam room- Gymnasium- Zen gardenSecure your piece of paradise within The Oracle and elevate your living

experience to unprecedented heights. INSPECTIONS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY - CONTACT THE AGENT NOW!


